ROMANCE
(Song based on the Waltz)

Intro: Tempo Waltz

Sweet and low in the evening glow, Comes the song of birds from

swaying boughs above; A golden sun, and the day is done. O! the world is full of romance and in love.
Night so sweet and rare,   Fragrance in the air;

Stars like little diamonds shine down from the sky, The moon's a Lady Fair

Love is calling me,   Where can that love be.

Floating thru the moon-light on the gentle breeze, A melancholy melody.
Sweet and low in the evening glow, Comes the song of birds from swaying boughs above; A golden sun, and the day is done. Of the world is full of romance and in love,

Trio

Fireflies that light the skies, And crickets that chirp their lonely song,

Sing to me, bring to me, Memories and longings that cling to me.
Dawn-light robs the night, The magic and mystery then take flight,

world lives the day with a sweet refrain, Waiting for sun down again.

Sweet and low in the evening glow, Comes the song of birds from swaying boughs above, A

golden sun and the day is done. O! the world is full of romance and in love.
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